Regents meet
Approve ISA beer

Iowa Student Agency (ISA) contract to sell
beer in the union, an expanded liquor license, and
application for federal funds to replace the Old
Church. The contract was approved by the State
Executive Committee of the Iowa Student
Agency (ISA), which offered the union management
the option of a two-year contract. ISA officials said
three subcommittees, which were already
in place, would determine whether the contract
was approved or rejected. Ballot of operations will be
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Student Union instead
where sales are prohibited by law.

CAMSUS to expand

CAMSUS, the University of Iowa has been
approved for construction and expansion, creating
capacity for a few more 1000 square meter and
building, the building, by the Regents.

The approved budget calls for an annual
income from 300,000 to 800,000 from students from
its initial phase. CAMSUS will be constructed in an
addition to the Student Union Center.

The remaining site in the union area from
students, as well as from students, will be 1000
more than 1000 students. Brooks will be
constructed.

Old course remodeling

Formal authorization was given by the Regents
for the university to make application to the
department of education for a grant of 500,000 to provide
the expansion of the student center. The
construction work is expected to be
completed by the beginning of the 1987-1988
year. The Regents also approved the request of the
University of Iowa Employee Association
(USEA) for payroll withholding of dues under
the Iowa postal policy for federal employees. USEA
is a union for non-union staff at the university.

The dollar crisis

The dollar is now a near-term international
problem. It will be conducted at the Federal
Reserve of New York.
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**Mafia figure shot**

**NEW YORK**—For the fifth time in the last two weeks, Thomas "Tommy Gun" Eboli, top Mafia figure, was shot dead today as a result of a widespread Mafia war that has resulted in a number of deaths, including Eboli's. Police said Eboli died at a hospital in New York.

**Italy hopes major hit on war**

Italy hopes it has won a major hit on the war between the Mafia and the Italian government. Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti, who has been criticized for his handling of the war, said today that the Mafia has been "cracked all Soviet codes".

**Lates1 in series**

The murder of Eboli, who was linked in a series of shootings involving reputed underworld figures, beginning over a year ago with the shooting of Joseph "Joe the Boss" Masseria, has resulted in a series of shootings involving Mafia figures. It is believed that Eboli was killed in a shootout with other figures.

**Forces, including its military, have voted**

Forces, including its military, have voted for the Italian government's proposal to increase military spending by 10%.

**Marxist**

Marxist leaders in Italy have been critical of the government's policies and have called for a general strike.

**Italy hopes**

Italy hopes its parliamentary majority will be confirmed in the next election.

**Depend on that.**

Depend on that, they said.

**Force way out**

The shock of the news sent Eboli's relatives nearly to the floor. They were told that their relative had died in a shootout with other figures.

**They said they had been told to turn out**

They said they had been told to turn out the lights in the house where Eboli lived.

**Slack parliamentary majority**

Italy's new Prime Minister, Giulio Andreotti, has voted for the Italian government's proposal to increase military spending by 10%.

**We know what the where-**

We know what the where-

**cracked all Soviet codes**

"Peck"—a former NSA analyst who said he was Peck, 26, reported on what he had been doing at a telephone number assigned to him.

**These statements concern**

These statements concern the fact that we're able to watch them penetrate the ONSO's serious and Communist Chinese organization.

**Our strategic Air Force**

Our strategic Air Force said in citing the article in the August issue of the National Security Agency magazine.

**Routinely**

"Routinely, we watch them penetrate our strategic Air Force flights over Russia, even those by Atlantic telephone calls to or from this country, even those by phone wires from Italy," said the article.

**Vito**

Vito Valachi, who described the operations of the Sicilian Mafia, was cut from his book.

**A Union view**

A Union view.

Western and Israeli forces are the backbone of the Union for this time from Jerusalem on the southeast.
I SPIRG leaders insist "confrontation" media error

by TOWNSEND HOPPER III

A brief article printed by a local New York newspaper misrepresented the views of the Iowa State University Student Government. "Throughout the semester, the Iowa State University Student Government has advocated for the installation of a new Student Government," the article stated. However, the article neglected to mention that the Iowa State University Student Government has consistently opposed the installation of a new Student Government.

The Iowa State University Student Government has consistently argued that the installation of a new Student Government would lead to increased bureaucracy and a decrease in the quality of student representation. The Iowa State University Student Government has maintained that the current Student Government structure is effective and meets the needs of students.

In conclusion, the Iowa State University Student Government strongly opposes the installation of a new Student Government and urges the administration to abandon this proposal.

New car installment loan

SEE US ABOUT YOUR
New Car Installment Loan

Why?

- Low annual percentage rate
- No out of state/over stateoffee
- Credit life insurance included
- No訪charge for applying at time of origination
- No hidden charges
- Full disclosure of all terms
- Full disclosure of all charges on the Credit Union Plan

Financing

ADD TO THE PRICE OF THE CAR THE FOLLOWING COSTS:

Cash

Down Payment
$2000
Fee
$119.75
Total
$2119.75
Interest
$126.89
Total
$2246.64

Payoff

$2246.64

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA CREDIT UNION

300 Old Dental Bldg.
Iowa City, Iowa
319-334-6605

"Owned by the members (faculty & staff) we serve."

Two hour clinics for only $3.00

FREE Basic Dress Pattern and Styling Manual To All Who Attend.

2 Classes

9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

 registration now - limited attendance

Call 351-4510

New York City To New Delhi

$400.00 Round Trip for 21 to 22 Class

For more information on other special fares, call BED CARPET TRAVEL

NEW YORK CITY

OR BOMBAY

6:30 P.M. FRIDAY, JULY 21

BE THERE

JULY 21st

Missouri City

Pattern Cutting Clinic

Mr. Tom Johnston

PROFESSIONAL PATTERN EXPERT will show you how to:

- Sew in any right - Fast Time - Every Time - Hindi matched pattern pieces with ease - Sew on orders in minutes - Eliminate that "Homemade Look" - Learn to make patterns fit properly.

Shows you an American method of making your own patterns at home - that fit - In one short lesson.

FABs

EBS

PRESENTS

Two Hour Clinics for only $3.00

FREE Basic Dress Pattern and Styling Manual To All Who Attend.

2 Classes

10:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M. - 3:00 P.M.

registration now - limited attendance

202 SOUTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE

IOWA CITY, IOWA

351-9481
The Democratic Convention contained very little suspense. The Republican Convention promises to be much more boring. Those who plan to sleep through the August proceedings may act prematurely. What could happen? On the eve of the Republican Convention convening, Richard Nixon has second thoughts about the presidency. He and Pat have had increasing marital difficulties. Late Martha Mitchell, Pat has been applying pressure on Dick to get out of politics. The Nixons have not satiated-nested or anything else for 3 years. Weighing more seriously on the President’s mind is his wish to be a used car salesman. He really enjoyed transacting a Cadillac sale to Brezhnev while in Russia. Planning “a heavy heart!” and an obligation to family, Richard Nixon announces on national TV that he will not accept the Republican nomination and, if nominated, would spend all his time on world tours to China, Russia, and other interesting countries, or else vacation in Florida or at the California White House. Confidants explain that the President has been too much for him.

The Republican Party is stunned by the announcement. Basildon Keough jumps into the race for party nomination using his campaign song the only one immediately available, “死魂曲——死魂曲”，and promises to make Hubert Humphry his running mate. John Lindsay switches parties and in a last hour press conference announces his candidacy.

Party regulars and irregulars are in a quandary. What looked like a sure victory for the Republicans in November is now suddenly available above Miami. Defense Department workers and those millions whose salaries come from political patronage are in near panic. How and who can beat McGovern?

Realizing McGovern’s strength lies with the youth and people who identify with the late Kennedy, Republica­nists digital two right and heart of the beast. Winning on the first ballot, after two days of convention tumult, in that political candidate with the famous name, David Eisenhower. Fearing an alienation of the older voters, CEC, the finance man, is on a running mate. Yet you hadn’t considered that happening in the amazing world of politics. Watch for John's running Barbie doll face during the acceptance speech.

---

**McGovern: only hope**

Today’s Speaker is by student speaker Jerry Nordt.

As we all well know, George McGovern is running in the race for the presidency of the United States. Most of us are somewhat unaware of his full qualifications. Let me briefly say to you why I think the White House, and the beginning of a new era of political reform in the country. The McGovern campaign is the kind of political candidate who can help to make the American political process once again an instrument of positive reform. However, there is no question that the political establishment is determined to prevent this. It is in a fighting one out at it. The McGovern campaign is one of many examples of this was the confrontation with@mail

Angela Grimke

Abolitionist and feminist of 1900s. I met before I was a suffragist, emptied from the heart of a bond of the blood and the pain of the slave. I stood before me as you represent a second, we stand before you as a mother, outward toward the peace and progress of the world. We have been able to turn the hearts and minds of people throughout the world.

---

**Scandal silencers**

Two years ago, the Washington Mon­day published a catalogue of the stand­ards played by public figures to ward off personal attacks. The list islong. Judges. Thieves. Liars. The rich. The poor. The young. The old. The men. The women. The powerful. The powerless. The respectable. The incor­rectable. Thus, the problem of silencing a scandalous inquiry is not an easy one. Yet you have it the 1910s and every year since. If young people do not go for the idea of coming up with a scandal, they will be depriving them of their voice. The politics of the American people is not just politics. It is a way to the White House, and the beginning of a new era of political reform in the country. However, such a possibility is impossible to the Senate.

The McGovern administration already seeks to bury the evidence of his vital role in making the conventional political system work. In one direction we may expect him to take his place in the Senate. A victory is as strong a reason for him to devote the rest of his life to this purpose as it was for the senator from New York. We cannot allow this to happen. Let us be as much as a politician as it is a forerunner of American democracy, of an American political reality with a vision of an American political reality.

The tactics have been to bear down on the political leader. It is not an issue of the nation. We are fighting against organized labor, too. You know that it is a 9-10 year-long program. Yet young people do not go for the idea of coming up with a scandal. They will be denying them of their voice. The politics of the American people is not just politics. It is a way to the White House, and the beginning of a new era of political reform in the country. However, such a possibility is impossible to the Senate.

---

**McGovern twisted arms to receive nomination**

Ronald Reagon jumps into the race for party nomination or at the California White House. Confidants explain that he and his challengers are under great pressure to return refund forms. Nader's letters were ordered a crackdown on military leaks. He was called Detroit a second time and was told by the General Motors to hide his illness, and be as much as a politician as it is a forerunner of American democracy, of an American political reality with a vision of an American political reality.

The tactics have been to bear down on the political leader. It is not an issue of the nation. We are fighting against organized labor, too. You know that it is a 9-10 year-long program. Yet young people do not go for the idea of coming up with a scandal. They will be denying them of their voice. The politics of the American people is not just politics. It is a way to the White House, and the beginning of a new era of political reform in the country. However, such a possibility is impossible to the Senate.

---

**Miami Heat—George McGovern won the presidential nomination in the Florida District of the Democratic National Convention. Former Senator George McGovern’s efforts were to be overruled by the Democratic National Convention. Former Senator George McGovern has been selected by the Democratic delegates to be the Democratic presidential candidate in 1972. McGovern would have won the nomination if he had been able to gain the necessary California delegates to join his forces.\n
Goldberg pay

The four Democratic nominees who were up for the Democratic presidential nomination: McGovern, Johnson, McGovern, and the other one, are now in the lead in the polls for early November.

By

Jack

Anderson

This is the amount of senatorial sickness which they have improperly paid to the candidate in the Presidential campaign. The campaign paid $15,000 to the candidate in the Presidential campaign.

**McGovern and Alphonse por­ted very quietly that they should not want to take a separate position in the Senate. The chairman got the message and told McGovern that they should not want to take a separate position in the Senate. The chairman got the message and told McGovern that they should not want to take a separate position in the Senate.\n
By

Claims McGovern and Alphonse po­orted very quietly that they should not want to take a separate position in the Senate. The chairman got the message and told McGovern that they should not want to take a separate position in the Senate. The chairman got the message and told McGovern that they should not want to take a separate position in the Senate.

---

**Refund run-around**

WASHINGTON—Two thousand refunds were distributed to taxpayers who filed returns that reflect the President’s proposed tax increases. The refunds were returned to the taxpayers because the President’s proposed tax increases were not included in the final tax bill.

The explanation for the refunds’ run-around is that the President’s proposed tax increases were not included in the final tax bill. The explanation for the refunds’ run-around is that the President’s proposed tax increases were not included in the final tax bill. The explanation for the refunds’ run-around is that the President’s proposed tax increases were not included in the final tax bill.

---

**Daily low down**

**The Daily low down**

Steve Binder

Editor

The Daily low down

Published by Student Publications, Inc., Co­lumbia College, Chicago, Illinois. Second class rate paid at Columbus, Ohio. Editorial and advertising offices located at 11710 S. Boardwalk Dr., Chicago, Illinois. The Daily low down is published every day of the academic year except during breaks. ©1971, The Daily low down, Inc. All Rights reserved.

*today’s speaker is by student speaker Jerry Nordt.*
‘Stand Up’ sympathetic to women, but ‘War’ is fatal

along with women and personal skies, yet,...

Distant

Duchau remembered

Summary

The husband comes home, looks at the milk the...

The key scene is a night-long drunk put on by...

"From Adam’s rib to...

The rejection by 1972’s...

The Film Review of the

The reviewer did...

The Film Review of the

The Filmmakers’...
Gay Brewer joins Amana V.P.

The stage is set for the ninth annual Amana V.P. Golf Tournament, which will be held next month. Brewer will be the leading attraction, according to Nicklaus, who is expected to win the championship and collect $1,400 each.

The tournament will be held next week in the British Open and will be played on the East Course in England, which is rated the finest course in the world. Many spectators should pack the galleries at the famous British Open No. 16-Firestone Course where Nicklaus has never played in all his life.

In addition to the tournament, the PGA will hold a dinner to honor the British Open champion and recent Masters champion, Nicklaus.

Gay Brewer, 1966 Masters champion and recent V.P. Golf Tournament champion, will handle the opening ceremony. Brewer will be accompanied by_Amana dealer including Brewer who qualified as one of the eight best players in the world.
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Musical Instruments
GUITAR - $40. Clarinet - $25. Decent condition,
free shipping. P.O. Box 150, Davenport, IA 52802.

Business Opportunities
Are you interested in starting a business? A new
business can be started with the help of your local
Chamber of Commerce. Contact them for more
details.

Ride or Rider
BIKE 10 SPEED - Excellent condition, brand new. Regularly
$500, sell for $400. Call (563) 735-2345.

Housing Opportunities
APARTMENTS FOR RENT - 2 bedroom, 1 bathroom. Rent
$500. Located at 123 Main St, Davenport, IA 52802.

Apts. for Rent
CHRISTMAS HOUSE - Community living, excellent
living conditions. Rent $700. Location: 123 Elm St,
Davenport, IA 52802. Call (563) 735-2345.

Personsals
HEALTH WARNING - Smoke-free environment, following
state and federal laws. Call (563) 735-2345.

Help Wanted
WANTED - Full-time pianist, must be able to
perform at weddings, parties, and events. Call
(563) 735-2345.

WANT AD RATES
Three Days... $40. A Word
One Week... $50. A Word
One Month... $60. A Word
Minimum Ad 10 Words
Phone 353-6201

INSURANCE
MEDICAL INSURANCE
Call (563) 735-2345

Charcoal, $5. AVAILABLE

STOP!
ASK...
YOURSELF

What will I be doing 5 years from now? Do I
love what I am doing? Are there any hobbies or
interests that I would like to pursue? Is there a
way to make Perkins' tune a hit? How can I
continue what I am doing for the rest of my
life?

The Photography People

EXCELLENT condition,
free shipping.

Mobile Homes
PORTABLE $5,000. 2 bedrooms, 2 full baths.
3-year-old unit, excellent condition. Call 337-3741.

WANTED - Apartments for Rent - 2 bedroom, 1
bathroom. Rent $500. Located at 123 Main St,
Davenport, IA 52802. Call (563) 735-2345.

Phone 353-6201

DAILY Iowan WANT ADS

HAVE A FRIEND OR LOVED ONE
WITH A BIRTHDAY TO CELEBRATE?

Let the Daily Iowan Decorate the Day
with a
Classified Greeting!
We'll print your message of 25 words or less
for $200.

Our classified ads are for your convenience.

For your special cake display greeting.....
Send or bring your ad with check to:
The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.
Room 111—Communications Center
College and Madison Streets Iowa City, ia 52240

DAILY IOWAN WANT ADS

USAGE CLASSIFIED ADS

Write ad below using one blank for each word.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Instruction

1. 10

2. 15

3. 20

4. 25

5. 30

Print Name-Address-Phone No. Below:
NAME
PHONE NO.

ADRESS

CITY

ZIP CODE

To Figure Cost
Count the number of words in your ad... then multiply the number of words by the rate below. Be sure to count address and phone number. See sample ad.

Cost equals
Sample Ad

MINIMUM AD 10 WORDS

SAMPLE AD

The sample ad at left contains 10 words. The cost for this ad would be .30 for 10 words.

Clip this order blank and mail or bring with your check to:
THE DAILY IOWAN

Room 111—Communications Center
College and Madison Streets Iowa City, ia 52240
Dan Shea as Dracula

Works demolish expectations

In accepting my role as a vampire—I come up with an idea of the best way to make that role seem paper and sensible, as I was instructed to do in my original hope in the script I hoped to perform. I am less than relatively less difficult to perform. I am less than relatively less difficult to perform. I am less than relatively less difficult to perform.

It was too much for me, the less something I am. This time I must admit it, for the sake of this present role. The satisfactions of a performer, even as a performer, seem to be in the atmosphere of actors. Here I am. I am the audience, I am the stuff that is going to be the audience. They like it. But I have to say what I'm going to say. It's not only that, but it's the way they do it. There is something else, there is something more, there is something different.

It's not only that, but it's the way they do it. There is something else, there is something more, there is something different.

Dracula's vest is a magnificent piece of styling. Harker's vest is... well, it's a piece of styling, Harker's vest is... well, it's a piece of styling. I mean, there is something about it, there is something about it, there is something about it.
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